CONNIE JONES
Connie Jones is a heart warrior. A freedom fighter. A master of
breakthrough. A success coach and therapist. She is passionate
about helping high achieving entrepreneurs break free from limiting
mindsets and habits, so they can live in greater fulfillment and soar in
next level success in life and business. Her programs result in
significant income increases, greater impact, abundant joy, and more
free time for her clients.
Connie knows firsthand the struggle and frustration of experiencing
a big gap between her reality and the dream in her heart. Her
breakthrough journey empowered her to create the dream business
and life that had previously seemed out of reach, and she loves
coaching other change makers to do the same.
As an avid Heart Sparks vlogger, host of the Warrior Arise! Podcast,
and motivational speaker, Connie imparts hope and passion to her
audience as she shares wisdom from her own personal struggles and
victories. Her audiences benefit from her expertise as a highly sought
after therapist and coach for almost two decades.
Author of Warrior Arise! Live Bravely, Freely, and
Authentically YOU, Connie invites the reader to
close the gap between the reality of the life
they’re living and the life they were created for.
She shows them how to silence the voices of fear,
shame, and self-doubt that keep them playing
small so they can be fully, powerfully alive in their
true identity so they can live their destiny.

Topics

✦ Unleashing The Power Of You To Soar In Next Level Success and Satisfaction In Life and Business
✦ Warrior Arise! Live and Lead Bravely, Freely, and Authentically YOU
✦ Breakthrough: Closing The Gap Between Your Reality And Your Dreams In Life and Business
✦ Top 3 Ways We Give Away Our Power In Business And How To Take It Back
✦ Breaking Free From The Big 4 Mindsets That Keep Us Struggling, Striving, and Surviving When
We Were Meant To Thrive
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